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SUMMARY 

The Stewart Property, containing several gold, molybdenum, zinc and tungsten prospects, 
is located near the town of Salmo in southeastern British Columbia. The property lies 
predominantly within lower Jurassic Elise Formation (Rossland Group) mafic volcanics 
and associated mid Jurassic and younger intrusive rocks. 

The Stewart Property was worked by a number of operators from 1974 to 1998. Emgold 
Mining Corporation acquired the Stewart Property in 2001. Previous work on the 
property includes geology, geochemistry, geophysics, trenching and drilling. The drilling 
was concentrated on the Stewart Moly Zone, with smaller programs carried out on the 
North and South Craigtown Grids (formerly known as the Minnova north and south 
grids). 

This report presents the results of the 2001 exploration program consisting of soil 
geochemical surveys over five grid areas defining zones of anomalous gold, zinc, 
molybdenum and tungsten. 

For 2002, the recommended work program consists of detailed geological mapping and 
rock chip sampling, expanded soil geochemicai surveys, and excavator trenching. This 
program is budgeted at %40,000.00. 
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1) INTRODUCTION 

The Stewart Property contains a number of gold, molybdenum, tungsten and zinc 
prospects, located near Salmo in southeastern British Columbia. Emgold Mining 
Corporation acquired the property from vendors Jack and Eric Denny in mid 2001. 

Work done by Emgold in 2001 consisted of soil sampling five grid areas, and the results 
from this program show the need for expanded geochemical surveys and follow up 
geological mapping on the property. This report covers the details and results of the 200 1 
work program. 

2) LOCATION AND ACCESS 

The Stewart Property is located 7 kilometres north of Salmo, and directly west of Ymir, 
in the Nelson Mining Division of southeastern British Columbia (Figure 1). The claims 
are centred at latitude 49’16% and longitude 117’18’E within mapsheets 82F/3 and 
82Fl6. 

Access to the Stewart Property is either via the Erie Creek Road, 4 kilometres west of 
Salmo on Highway 3, or by the Stewart Creek Road, 4 kilometres north of Ymir on 
Highway 6. A number of logging and old mining roads provide access throughout the 
claims. These roads are in various conditions, some being maintained and others being 
overgrown with brush and alder. 

3) PHYSIOGRAI’HY 

The Stewart Property is located in an area of rugged terrain. Topography on the property 
is steep with elevations ranging from 750 metres to 1,950 metres. Outcrop exposure is 
generally limited, but ridge crest outcrops are fairly common. The lower slopes and 
valley bottoms have extensive deposits of till. 

Several portions of the claim area have been recently logged, with the remainder being 
covered with first and second growth forest consisting of dominantly conifer stands, but 
also some deciduous stands and minor brush fields. 

The climate is moderate. Precipitation can occur throughout the year, but is lightest 
during the summer months. Most of the property is snow covered during December to 
April, with the highest regions not melting off until June or July. Temperatures typically 
range from -15” to 20” C annually. 

4) HISTORY 

The Stewart Property is located in an area of much early mining activity, with the Ymir, 
Erie, Sheep Creek and Nelson districts being sites of extensive exploration and 
production for over 100 years. 
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Recorded work on the Stewart Property began with surface exploration and development 
of the Arrow Tungsten showing by Premier Gold Mining Co. in 1942. Tungsten 
mineralization was identified over a 1000 foot (300 metre) strike length, with samples up 
to a few feet wide of over 1% WO3. In the late 1960s and early 197Os, the property was 
explored for copper by Quintana and Copper Horn. Prospectors Eric and Jack Denny 
staked the property in 1978, and Shell Canada, followed by Selco, explored the property 
for molybdenum. Most of this work (including extensive drilling) was focused on the 
Stewart Moly and Breccia Summit areas. Large areas of the property were also soil 
sampled on a wide grid, and covered by airborne magnetic and impulse EM surveys. 

From the mid 1980s to the mid 199Os, several groups explored the property for gold. US 
Borax and Lacana conducted geochemical surveys, concentrating in the Rest Creek area. 
Minnova, followed by Cameco, explored the Craigtown Creek area with geochemistry 
and geophysics (induced polarization and magnetics). Cameco drilled four core holes 
into one of the targets identified by this work. The found extensive anomalous gold in 
altered andesite, diorite and feldspar porphyry (values in the low 10s to 100s of ppb, 
maximum 24,854 ppb over 1 metre in a quartz-sulphide vein). In 1996, Orvana Minerals 
conducted geologic mapping, rock, soil and moss mat sampling, and a ground magnetic 
and VLF-EM survey. 

The most recent work done on the property prior to Emgold’s option was in 1997 by 
Orvana Minerals. The Craigtown Creek grid area was extended and covered by soil 
geochemistry and geological mapping. Also road construction to the ridge between the 
south and main forks of Craigtown creek was completed in order to access drill target 
areas defined by previous work. 

5) WORK DONE BY EMGOLD MINING CORPORATION IN 2001 

In 2001, Emgold Mining Corporation conducted soil geochemical surveys in five grid 
areas - the Arrow, PO, North and South Craigtown and Quartz Stockwork Grids. The 
grid locations can be seen on Figure 2. Fieldwork was carried out between July 22 and 
October 31, 2001 by a five person crew working out of the town of Salmo. Fieldwork 
was supervised by the author. 

ARROW GRID 
During 2001, a small grid was centred over the historic (1940s) Arrow Tungsten 
workings. Six grid lines of 500 metres length were put in at 100 metre spacings with 
samples collected along the grid lines at 25 metres stations. 

PO GRID 
The PO Grid covers mapped areas of mid Jurassic Silver King intrusive on the east and 
west sides of Highway 6. 11 grid lines spaced 200 metres apart were sampled at 50 
metres stations where the underlying rock was believed to be the intrusive. 
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NORTH AND SOUTH CRAIGTOWN GRIDS 
Prior work, in the 1990s shows good gold soil geochemical anomalies in the north and 
south Craigtown Creek areas (formerly called the Minnova North and South anomalies). 
In 2001, Emgold extended these two grid areas. The North Craigtown Grid consists of 
five 100 metre spaced grid lines with sample stations at 25 metres along the lines. This 
grid was designed to expand and close off previously defined gold soil geochemical 
anomalies located to the north. 

The South Craigtown Grid consists of six 200 metre spaced lines with samples collected 
at 25 metres stations along these lines. This grid was designed to expand the gold soil 
geochemical anomalies located to the west of this grid, and to cover previously defined 
induced polarization chargeability highs. 

QUARTZ STOCKWORK GRID 
The Quartz Stockwork grid was put in over an area with limited outcrop exposure of 
altered intrusive rock containing abundant parallel and crosscutting quartz stockwork 
veinlets. Seven grid lines were put in at 100 metre spacings and samples were collected 
at 25 metre intervals along the lines. Also six rock chip samples were collected from 
outcrops exhibiting good quartz stockworking. 

6) CLAIM INFORMATION 

The Stewart Property is located within the Nelson Mining Division and consists of nine 
modified grid and six two post claims to total 127 units (Figure 2). Claim information is 
listed in Table I. 

TABLE I 
CLAIM INFORMATION 

Claim Name 
PORPH 

Units 
15 

Record No. 
384362 

PORPH 2 15 387884 
PORPH 3 12 387885 
PORPH 4 1 387886 
PORPH 5 1 387887 
PORPH 6 1 387888 
FAIRVIEW L2903 1 234612 
FREE SILVER L2902 1 232633 
ROYAL L5322 1 232634 
STEWART 1 20 232635 
STEWART 2 20 232636 
STEWART 3 8 232637 
STEWART 5 3 232697 
STEWART 6 16 232698 
STEWART 7 12 232699 

Anniversary (Expiry) Date 
March 7 (2004) 
July 6 (2004) 
July 4 (2004) 
July 3 (2004) 
July 3 (2004) 
July 10 (2004) 
March 15 (2004) 
April 18 (2005) 
April 18 (2005) 
April 28 (2004) 
April 28 (2004) 
May 8 (2004) 
November 28 (2004) 
November 28 (2004) 
November 28 (2004) 

P&L Gw/ogiralSeti~ Bar5036 Lx Leleme, i?C, VI5 1 Y8 R,~E: 25&828-0522 Fa~.?%W28-OS.? 





7) GEOLOGY 

Geology and mineralization of the Stewart Property is well described by Fredericks and 
Thomson (1998), and is summarized below: 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The immediate region is underlain in the east by Paleozoic elastic and carbonate 
sedimentary rocks of the Kootenay Terrane, and in the west by Mesozoic volcanic rocks 
of the Quesnel Terrane. In this region, the stratigraphy of both the Kootenay and Quesnel 
Terranes have been folded and faulted along an east-west compressional axis. They are 
intruded by felsic volcanic rocks that range in age from Jurassic to Tertiary. Coeval 
dioritic intrusions are common in the mafic andesitic volcanic rocks of the Jurassic 
Rossland Group. These tend to be relatively small bodies. Extensive late Mesozoic 
intrusive activity produced the widely distributed Nelson Group of intrusives of granitic 
to dioritic compositions. Eocene age, typically potassic (monzonite) intrusive rocks of 
the Coryell Group are also widely distributed in the region. Young (Tertiary) dykes and 
sills of rhyolite and felsite are common, and some small, more mafic. intmsives are 
present. Much older elastic sedimentary rocks of the Proterozoic Aldridge (Belt) 
Supergroup outcrop extensively to the east. 

PROPERTY GEOLOGY 
The Stewart Property is underlain by sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Jurassic 
Rossland Group, and by intrusive rocks of various younger ages (Figure 3). The oldest 
rocks are of the Elise Formation, the volcanic component of the Rossland Group. The 
Archibald Formation, which is the basal unit of the Rossland Group and composed of tine 
elastic sediments, outcrops west of the Stewart Property. The volcanic rocks of the Elise 
Formation are basaltic to andesitic in composition, tend to porphyritic flows, breccias, 
pyroclastics and subvolcanic intrusives. A fairly significant component of this formation 
includes fine-grained, equigranular to porphyritic/aphanitic diorite/andesite. Phenocrysts 
of feldspar, augite and hornblende are common in some of the units. 

Overlying the Elise Formation is the Hall Formation (also Jurassic Rossland Group). 
These rocks are mostly argillite, siltstone, fine-grained sandstone and minor 
conglomerate. They are rarely limy, but are commonly siliceous. Compositionally, the 
rocks are very heterolithic, with a variety of clasts, including a high percentage of 
volcanic fragments. The Elise and Hall Formations are folded into a broad north-south 
trending syncline (Hall Creek Syncline) that runs through the property and extends both 
north and south over a 20 kilometre strike length. This north-south structural feature is 
the strongest one on the property. 

A variety of intrusive rock types and ages have intruded the older rocks. These belong to 
three major groups. The older group consists of coeval diorite intrusives in the andesite 
pile of the Elise Formation. These tend to be fine to medium-grained, equigranular and 
weakly porphyritic. They range from very weakly to moderately magnetic. They 
probably are not very large, occurring as dykes or sills a few metres thick. Flow lineation 
in feldspar or hornblende phenocrysts is seen near the intrusive contacts in drill core. 
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The next set of intrusive rocks is the Cretaceous Nelson intrusive suite, mostly quartz 
monzonite on the property, but also monzonite, granite and diorite. These tend to be 
large, in places composite, intrusive masses outcropping most extensively in the northern 
portion of the property, in the Stewart and Craigtown Creek drainages. Smaller stocks 
occur in the western portion of the property. Rocks of these intrusives are generally 
medium-pained, equigranular to porphyritic. They seem to range from weakly to fairly 
strongly magnetic. Porphyry molybdenum mineralization on the property is thought to be 
related to these intrusives. 

Younger intrusives of the Coryell Suite (Eocene or later?) are also monzonitic, but tend to 
be a little more quartz-poor and alkaline than the Nelson rocks. They are typically 
biotitic. They may be equigranular or porphyritic. They occur in both the east central 
and west central portions of the property. What are probably the youngest intrusives are 
rhyolite, latite and minor basalt sills/dykes that intrude the older Rossland rocks and both 
Nelson and Coryell intrusives. These cross-cutting intrusives are aphanitic to weakly 
porphyritic (rhyolite and latite may have quartz eyes), generally strike north-south and are 
widely scattered on the property. The rhyolite intrusives commonly have distinct flow 
banding near their contacts with the country rock. 

The dominant structural grain on the property is north-south. The Rossland Group 
stratigraphy generally strikes north-south, as does the Hall Creek Syncline. Northwest 
and northeast faults and shear zones are known on the property; they appear to be 
significant controls to mineralization. The common young rhyolite dykes and sills also 
strike north-south and dip steeply. All of these features indicate that the deformation 
occurred within a stress regime with an east-west compressional axis that was probably 
long lasting and contemporaneous with accretion onto the North American continent. 

CRAIGTOWN CREEK AREA GEOLOGY 
Orvana conducted mapping in 1996 and 1997 along road cuts and stream drainages in the 
Craigtown Creek area. The following geological summary is from Fredericks and 
Thomson, 1998, and is reproduced below as this area contains important gold 
mineralization. 

The Elise (Jurassic age Rossland Group) Formation volcanics underlie a large portion of 
the Craigtown Creek area, and hosts a significant part of the known mineralization. They 
strike generally north-south and dip moderately to steeply east. Lithologies of the Elise 
Formation are texturally highly variable. The rocks constitute essentially an andesitic 
volcanic pile, but include flows, elastics and intrusives. Colour varies from light to dark 
grey, green or almost black. Most of the rocks are either porphyritic/aphanitic andesite 
flows or tuffs. Feldspar, hornblende and augite phenocrysts are common. The tuffs vary 
from ashes to lapilli or even cobble tuffs. Rarely, bedding is visible in ashy beds. 
Dioritic, porphyritic coeval dykes and/or sills are also common. These commonly have 
flow lineations preserved in the phenocrysts, near the contacts with the country rock. 
Compositionally, rocks of the Elise Formation are seen to vary from andesite to gabbro. 
Some of the rocks are basalt, containing up to 25% dark green to black augite 
phenocrysts. In the western portion of the area, a narrow belt of fine-grained tuffaceous 
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volcanics is exposed in road cuts. These rocks lie between the granite and diorite 
intmsives, and are hornfelsed. They possibly represent a small sliver of the Archibald 
Formation (rather than the Elise Formation), otherwise not represented in the area, caught 
between two intrusives. Alteration in the Elise Formation is widespread and commonly 
consists of a propylitic assemblage, with less common potassic, carbonate and 
silicification. 

Overlying the Elise Formation on the east are argillite, siltstone and tuffaceous rocks of 
the Hall Formation. These rocks also strike north-south and dip steeply. They are dark 
grey, tan to black and thinly bedded. They nave not been identified as calcareous in the 
Craigtown Creek area although they are in other areas of the property. They are often 
graphitic. Mineralization of these rocks in the study area seems to be restricted to the 
contact aureole around the “West Moly Intrusion”, which is mostly further east. This 
mineralization is limited to disseminated pyrite/pyrrhotite and minor small quartz- 
sulphide veins. Alteration in this aureole includes silicification and homfels (possible 
potassium metasomatism or silica flooding). 

In the western portion of the area a variety of intrusive rocks occur. These probably 
represent in part a lobe of Nelson (Cretaceous) granite, quartz monzonite and diorite and 
extend eastward from the Bonnington pluton up Craigtown Creek. The granite is light 
speckled grey, pink and tan, medium to coarse-grained and unaltered. The diorite is 
medium to dark grey, medium to fine-graincd, and tends to be more matic in the west. It 
is generally unaltered to weakly propylitically altered. The monzonitc and quartz 
monzonite outcrop extensively in the western portion of the grid area. This rock is 
medium to dark grey, medium-grained and generally equigranular to weakly porphyritic. 
It tends to be more quartz-rich in the southern portion of its distribution. It is generally 
unaltered or only weakly propylitically altered, except near its contact with the country 
rocks, where propylitic alteration is stronger. This rock intrudes the volcanic rocks of the 
Elise Formation. 

Small monzonitic feldspar porphyty intrusive plugs occnr in the Craigtown Creek area. 
These rocks were originally thought to belong to the Nelson intrusive group (Cretaceous). 
However, Hoy and Dunne (1988) suggest that rocks similar to these, including the Silver 
King porphyry, may be synvolcanic. One of these porphyries outcrops east of the 1996 
grid on Anomaly Ridge, where Cameco drilled four holes. Other bodies are certain to 
underlie other areas, and the float is very common. These rocks are porphyritic, with IO- 
30% feldspar phenocrysts % to 1 cm long, set in fine-grained, tannish grey groundmass. 
In places, anbedral quartz eyes constitute a few modal percent. Petrographic study 
indicates that the feldspar crystals are plagioclase. They are cream coloured and 
euhedral. In places they demonstrate a flow lineation. Matics are mostly hornblende 
and minor biotite, and constitute a minor portion of the mode. The rocks often contain 
disseminated pyrite and in places are cut by stockwork quartz veinlets. 

Fine-grained, felsic monzonitic intrusives occur in several portions of the Craigtown 
Creek area. These rocks may be from the same magmatic event as the feldspar porphyry 
intrusive described above, as they are compositionally similar. These rocks are light tan 
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or grey, with pinkish hue in places, and contain only minor mafic minerals (generally 5% 
biotite). In places, especially near the ridge crest, brccciation is strong in these rocks. 
These appear to be intrusive breccias and show several cross-cutting relations. They are 
altered and mineralized, and are associated with anomalous Au and Cu geochemistry in 
both soils and rocks, Several percent magnetite is a common component, both as fine to 
medium-grained disseminations and as stockwork veinlets, with or without quartz. 
Potassium feldspar and quartz veining and flooding are present in places. These rocks 
probably represent elongate intrusives, perhaps 100 metres wide by 400 metres long, 
which were emplaced along the contact between the Elise Formation and the body of 
medium-grained monzonite. The strong northwest elongation implies structural control. 

Latite and quartz latite dykes and small plugs occur in the Craigtown Creek area. They 
are probably Tertiary in age; they intrude the Rossland Group and the diorite and 
mozonite intrusives. The dykes are only a few metres in width and have strikes that 
range from northwest to northeast with steep dips. They are usually not altered or 
mineralized. However, a small plug of a trachytic latite and quartz latite porphyry with 
quartz veinlet stockwork and anomalous Au (>l g/t) outcrops in the arca. This plug was 
intruded along the same northwest striking zone of weakness that parallels the contact 
between the monzonite intrusives and the volcanics. 

Rhyolite dykes are common on the Stewart Property, and a few of these traverse the 
Craigtown Creek area. They are also probably Tertiary, as they intrude the Rossland 
Group and the diorite and monzonite intrusives. They generally strike north-south and 
dip near vertically. They are a few metres in thickness. Texturally, the rhyolite is 
aphanitic, with minor quartz eyes in places. They have been mapped and logged as tuffs, 
flows or intrusives by other workers. Based on flow lineations, and chilled lower and 
upper contacts as seen in core, we believe that they are later intrusives. They are little 
altered except for some minor late quartz-carbonate veinlets. Some of them contain 
disseminated pyrite; in fact some earlier workers concluded that they are the source of the 
Au soil geochemical anomalies at Craigtown Creek. In our experience, they contain very 
little Au except where accompanied by quartz veinlet stockwork and pyrite. 

Minor lamprophyre or porphyritic basaltic dykes, sills, and small plugs are present in the 
area. They are dark grayish brown, unaltered, not magnetic, and aphanitic, with minor 
biotite phenocrysts in places. They have distinct chill margins along both contacts in 
core. They also intrude the Rossland Group and the diorite and monzonite intrusives. 
They are probably late and unrelated to mineralization. 

MINERALIZATION 
The following mineralization summary is taken from Fredericks and Thomson (1998). 

Mineralization on the property is widespread and varied. Included are porphyry MO (and 
Cu?) with high grade breccia (Stewart Moly), contact/skarn related MO and W (Arrow 
Tungsten), porphyry stockwork Au/Cu (Craigtown Creek), stratabound sediment hosted 
Au-rich sulphide (replacement manto or exhalative, i.e. Arlington Mine, Gold Hill?), 
quartz-pyrite-arsenopyrite stockwork in sediments (Trixi V), sediment hosted Ag-Zn-Pb 
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(Free Silver), and quartz-pyrite veins with gold (Craigtown Creek). Additionally, 
disseminated pyrite is common in several rock types, including andesite, argillite rhyolite 
and diorite/monzonite intrusive& 

In the Craigtown Creek area, six types of mineralization are known. These include: 1) 
disseminated and fracture filling pyrite and/or pyrrhotite, +/- chalcopyrite, 2) quartz- 
magnetite veinlets, 3) quartz veinlet stockwork, 4) pyrite veinlets, 5) quartz-carbonate 
veins, and 6) quartz-sulphide veins. The first four types are associated with potentially 
economic, bulk tonnage style gold and copper mineralization. The last type could be 
associated with the same system that produced the former mineralization types, but is a 
distinctly different target type that also has economic potential. 

Pyrite and pyrrhotite as disseminated grains and fracture fillings is common in the 
Craigtown Creek area. This type of mineralization is observed in all of the rock types 
mapped in the area, with the exception of the granite intrusive and basalt dykes. Traces 
of chalcopyrite are present in places with mineralization, where it occurs in intrusive or 
volcanic rocks, usually in association with shearing, brecciation or quartz veinlets. 
Propylitically altered quartz monzonite and diorite generally has only 0.5 to 2% sulphide. 
Andesite typically has more sulphide; 2-3% in propylitic rocks and 5-10% in silicified 
rocks, in relative proportion to the amount of alteration. Potassically altered intrusive and 
volcanic rocks have less sulphide, generally in the 0.5 to 4% range. This type of sulphide 
is also very common in feldspar porphyry. In one area of the grid, disseminated and 
fracture-filling pyrite and pyrrhotite in andesite tuff consistently yield l-2 g/t gold in rock 
samples. 

Quartz-magnetite veinlets are common in the north-northwest trending contact zone 
between the felsic monzonite intrusives and the Elise volcanics. This zone has strongly 
anomalous Au and Cu in soils. The host rocks are usually the intrusives and less 
commonly the volcanics. They are very rarely exposed in outcrop, mostly being seen in 
float or talus. The veinlets range from <lmm to Smm in thickness, constitute 2-20% of 
the rocks and in places constitute a stockwork. Two or three stages of veining are visible 
in some hand samples; at least one stage is quartz only. Malachite stains are present in 
places, though the rocks rarely contain sulphide. Where sampled on the surface, rocks 
containing this type of mineralization contain anomalous Au (100 to 300 ppb range) and 
Cu (200 to 500ppm range). 

Quartz and quartz-pyrite veinlet stockwork was observed in feldspar porphyry float in 
several places, and in the small latite plug mapped in the southern portion of the 
northwest striking zone of alteration and anomalous geochemistry that bisects the central 
portion of the grid. The rocks hosting this stockwork generally are moderately silicified, 
and contain several percent disseminated pyrite. Pyrite may also have been a component 
of the veinlets in some samples, but has been oxidized to limonite. This mineralization 
represents the potential for discovery of a large tonnage Au deposit, as several samples 
have returned Au values >I g/t. This mineralization may represent more than one stage, 
as some rock samples contain high Au and low Cu; others have high Cu with high Au. 
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Pyrite veinlets in mafic andesite-basalt contain highly anomalous Au values in the central 
portion of Minnova’s southern grid, east of Craigtown Creek. Dark green to black augite 
porphyritic mafic andesite or basalt is exposed in a few small outcrops, subcrop and float. 
Petrographic study indicates that this mck is propylitically altered and fragmental. It 
typically contains a few percent disseminated pyrite. In a couple of small outcrops, 
vague pyrite veinlets and clots are present. These vague veinlets have northeast 
orientations. Samples of this material have run in the 8 to1 0 g/t Au range. 

Quartz-carbonate veinlets are present in both the Bennington Pluton monzonite-diorite 
intrusive rocks and the Elise volcanics. They seem to occur in sheared, weakly altered 
(propylitic) outcrops. Shear directions are either northeast or north-south, with near 
vertical dips. Minor amounts of pyrite and or magnetite are present in the host rocks. 
Samples of these rocks have weakly anomalous Au and Cu. 

Quartz-calcite-sulphide veins occurring in Elise volcanic rocks were intersected in one of 
the 1994 Cameco drill holes. They range from IO-30 cm wide and contain mostly white 
quartz and calcite, with IO-30% sulphide (pyrite, pyrrhotite and minor chalcopyrite). One 
of these veins contains 24,854 ppb Au. They appear to have high enough grade potential 
to be considered a.s targets, even in an underground mining situation. They are not 
known to outcrop anywhere. It is possible that the northeast striking Au in soil anomalies 
located on the grid north of Craigtown Creek arc related to this type of mineralization. 
These anomalies are fairly narrow and linear appearing to be derived of relatively narrow 
veins or structures. Veins like this have been demonstrated to occur around porphyry 
type mineral systems in other important mining camps in British Columbia. 

ALTERATION 
The following alteration summary is taken from Fredericks and Thomson (1998). 

Various types of alteration are known on the Stewart Property. In the area of the 
porphyry molybdenum occurrences phyllic and potassic alterations are reported by earlier 
workers. Silicification is common in various rock types. Propylitic alteration of intrusive 
and volcanic rocks is widespread on the property. In the Craigtown Creek area, the focus 
of work in 1996 and 1997, alteration types observed include propylitic, silicification, 
carbonate, potassic and skarn. 

In the Craigtown Creek area propylitic alteration is common in andesitic volcanic rocks 
of the Elise Formation. Patchy, pervasive epidote and chlorite tint the rocks green. 
Fractures in the Elise volcanics have fillings, coatings or selvages of these minerals. 
Intrusive rocks, including monzonite and diorite, also commonly display pervasive to 
fracture-controlled propylitic alteration, where mafic crystals have altered to chlorite 
and/or epidote. This alteration is not as ubiquitous in the intrusive as it is in the volcanic 
rocks. The propylitic alteration may be related to the margins of the Bennington intrusive 
rocks that invade from the west, and the later fine-grained monzonite plugs that intrude 
the EliselBonnington contacts. 
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Silicification is intense within the Elise Formation andesite near Craigtown Creek. These 
rocks typically have a mottled, bleached colouration. Silicification is pervasive, and 
mtic minerals are entirely chloritized. The silicification is usually accompanied by 
disseminated pyrite or pyrrhotite. It is also coincident with anomalous soil and rock 
geochemistry (A& Cu, As) in places, and therefore is assumed to be a function of the 
mineralization system. On the surface, these silicifed rocks tend for form small, iron- 
stained ridges and knobs with sparse vegetation. They appear to be associated primarily 
with northwest structures, also possibly intrusive contacts and northeast structures. On 
the ridge crest, silicified rocks appear to extend 100 metres east of the saddle where 
several northwest structures are mapped. This is also within 100 metres of an inhusive 
contact where potassic alteration is present. 

Carbonate alteration is present in places in the andesite of the Elise Formation. This 
alteration can be either pervasive or veinlet/fiacture controlled. Where pervasive, it tends 
to be apparent only when the rocks are subjected to HCl acid, or with petrography. 
Petrographic study indicates that most of the carbonate is ferroan dolomite and is 
generally a late alteration product. A few outcrops were located containing small veinlets 
of calcite, commonly associated with north-south or northeast shearing. In the north 
Minnova grid area, a northeast trending zone of carbonate alteration, bleaching and 
pervasive hematitenimonite traverses the hillside just downhill and east of the Cameco 
drill holes. This zone is approximately 20 metres wide. 

Potassic alteration is present in places in brecciated and veined fine-grained felsic 
monzonite intrusive rocks along the Bonnington Pluton - Elise Formation contact. This 
alteration is fairly weak, and consists of pinkish to grayish flooding and veinlets of 
potassium feldspar. Quartz +/- magnetite veinlets are commonly associated with this 
alteration. 

Skarn alteration was observed in two locations in the Craigtown Creek area. A small 
outcrop of green talc-silicate skam was found just off the western end of the 1996 grid, 
This rock contains green pyroxene, brownish garnet, and black amphibole (+/- chlorite). 
Similar skam was found in float near the east end of the old road running up the north 
side of the North Fork of Craigtown Creek. The protolith is probably andesitic 
fragmental volcanic rock. 

ROCK SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
Chip samples were taken as continuous samples collected perpendicular to bedding or 
mineralizing structures wherever identifiable and consist of numerous 2 to 3 centimetre 
rock chips to total about 10 kilograms. Grab samples consist of 2 or 3 fist size pieces of 
rock representing a certain rock or mineralization type. All sample sites were marked 
with fluorescent flagging marked with the sample number. 

Samples were placed in poly bags labelled with the corresponding sample number and 
were shipped to ACME Labs Ltd. in Vancouver for analyses. In the laboratory, samples 
were crushed to minus 200 mesh and fire assayed for gold, plus geochemically analyzed 
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for 30 additional elements by the ICP method. One sample was selected to be assayed for 
tungsten by sodium fusion. 

ROCK SAMPLE RESULTS 
Certificates of Analysis for the rock sample results can be found in Appendix I. Table II 
summarizes the results from the surface rock grab and chip sampling program. 

TABLE II 
ROCK SAMPLE RESULTS 

SAMPLE # DESCRIPTION Au MO Zn W 

STEWART MOLY dump grab 
ARROW w dump grab 
ST4+05S 3+00E chip 
ST4+05S 4+30E chip 
ST4+1 OS 6+60E chip 
ST7+OOS 2+50E chip 
ST7+90S6+40E chip 
ST8+OOS 4+30E chip 

h/t) (wm) (wm) (iwm) 
0.04 10350 <1 4 
0.01 123 40245 12600 
0.01 238 14 11 
0.01 36 23 4 
0.01 95 10 5 
0.01 4 33 13 
0.01 4 16 5 
0.01 3 49 5 

The two grab samples in the above table were collected from the old Stewart Moly 
workings and from a partially collapsed trench at the Arrow Tungsten workings. The six 
chip samples were collected from the Quartz Stockwork grid during the course of soil 
sampling in areas where intense quartz stockworking in the intrusive rock was observed. 
The sample number coordinates for these samples correspond with the grid location from 
which they were taken. 

The most significant results from these few rock samples is from the one collected from 
the Arrow Tungsten workings that returned 4.02% zinc and 1.26% tungsten. The sample 
collected from the Stewart Moly workings returned expected high grade molybdenum of 
1.03% MO. None of the samples taken from the Quartz Stockwork grid returned assays 
of any significance. 

8) SOIL GEOCHEMISTRY 

During the 2001 exploration program, a total of 608 soil samples were collected from five 
grid areas. These soil grids are named the Arrow, PO, Quartz Stockwork and the North 
and South Craigtown Grids. On the PO and South Craigtown Grids soil lines were put in 
at 200 metre spacings with samples collected at 50 metre stations on the PO Grid and at 
25 metre stations on the South Craigtown Grid. On the Arrow, North Craigtown and 
Quartz Stockwork Grids lines were put in at 100 metre spacings and samples collected at 
25 metre intervals along the lines. 

Samples were taken from the ‘B’ soil horizon whenever possible, and were collected 
using a mattock or shovel. Samples site were labelled with fluorescent flagging with the 
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station number recorded on it, and soil was placed in correspondingly labelled Kraf? soil 
bags. All soil samples were shipped to ACME Labs Ltd. in Vancouver for analyses. In 
the laboratory, samples were dried, sieved to -80 mesh and the fine fraction analyzed for 
gold by the wet geochemistry method and for 30 elements by the ICP method. 

ACME Labs Ltd. Certificates of Analyses for the soil sample results can be seen in 
Appendix II. Figure 2 shows the location of the grids and Figures 4 to 15 show selected 
geochemical results for the various grids. 

The PO Grid covers the southwestern extension of the mapped mid Jurassic Silver King 
intrusive unit which is known to contain porphyry style gold mineralization. The grid lies 
on either side of Highway 6 and the gold soil results are plotted on Figure 4. Scattered 
gold values can be seen on the west side of Highway 6, many of which represent single 
station anomalies. The highest gold value in this area is 3 13 ppb gold located at L2gS, 
28+5OW. The northeast portion of the grid, on the east side of Highway 6 has a larger 
area of elevated gold values which appears to have a rough north-south trend. The best 
gold value in this area is 284 ppb located at L2OS, 16+OOW. This grid requires infill soil 
sampling of the anomalous areas at 100 metrc spaced lines with 25 metre spaced stations. 
Geological mapping and chip sampling of outcrops in these anomalous areas is also 
recommended. 

The North Craigtown Grid consists of five 100 metre spaced lines that extend to the 
southeast f?om the pre-existing Minnova north soil grid and was designed to follow the 
gold geochemistry anomaly found on that grid. Gold and zinc values for the North 
Craigtown Grid are plotted on Figure 5. Elevated gold values are predominantly 
confined to the northwest corner of the grid where the highest value of 84 ppb gold is 
located at LOS, 0+50E. Zinc values arc fairly consistent throughout the grid area, with 
two stations returning greater than 300 ppm zinc at L2S, 3+50E and L3S, 1+50E. No 
follow up work in this grid area is recommended. 

The South Craigtown Grid lies 600 metres south of the North Craigtown Grid and is an 
eastern extension of the pre-existing South Minnova soil grid. This grid covers an area of 
high geophysical (IP chargeability) responses. Gold, zinc and molybdenum soil values 
are plotted on Figures 6 to 8. All three soil maps show linear north-south trending 
anomalies running for the 1000 metre length of the grid. The gold anomaly is one to 
three stations in width and trends roughly along 3E. The highest gold value is 43 ppb 
gold located at L12S, 2+75E. The zinc soil anomaly roughly parallels the gold anomaly 
but widens out toward the east for the northern 400 metrcs of the grid. The best zinc soil 
value is 68 1 ppm located on LIOS, 3+50E. The moiybdenum soil values also roughly 
parallel the gold anomaly, but there appears to be a second, stronger anomaly trending 
along the eastern margin of the grid area. The best molybdenum value is 89 ppm located 
on L16S, 3+50E. Follow up work recommended for this area will consist of detailed 
mapping and outcrop sampling along the coincident gold, zinc and molybdenum trend 
running through the grid near 3E. If results of the surface mapping and sampling 
program are encouraging, excavator trenching will be done over the best target areas. 
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The Arrow Grid covers the historic Arrow Tungsten workings from the 1940s. Figures 9 
through 13 show the gold, molybdenum, arsenic, zinc and tungsten soil geochemistry 
results for this grid. Gold values appear to be low and erratic with the highest value of I9 
ppb gold occurring at L5N, 10+50E. Molybdenum shows a roughly linear anomalous 
area trending north-south through the center of the grid and smaller anomalous areas on 
either side of this main trend. The best molybdenum value of 50 ppm is located near the 
west side of the grid at L6N, 7+75E. Arsenic values are higher on the northern half of the 
grid area, with two main areas of concentrated highs - one near the center of the grid and 
one near the northeast comer. The highest arsenic value of 273 ppm is located at LION, 
9+25E. Zinc values are scattered, with some slightly higher values in the northeast 
quarter of the grid area. The highest zinc value of 1327 ppm occurs near the center of the 
grid, in the location of the old workings, at LSN, lO+OOE. Tungsten is confined to the 
central portion of the grid area and lies directly above the trace of the known workings. 
The highest tungsten value of 50 ppm OCCUIS at two stations LION, 9+25E and L9N, 
9+75E. Detailed mapping and rock chip sampling, followed by excavator trenching is 
recommended for the best anomalous areas on the Arrow Grid. 

The Quartz Stockwork grid was put in over an area of low outcrop exposure, where the 
few exposed outcrops consist of intrusive rock with a high density of parallel and 
crosscutting quartz veinlets. On the Quartz Stockwork Grid, gold and molybdenum soil 
values have been plotted as Figures 14 and 15 respectively. Gold values are spotty and 
generally low. The highest gold soil value of 108 ppb gold occurs at the extreme 
southeast station on the grid at LSS, 6+50E. From the nature of the gold values it is 
recommended that the grid be extended to the south and east for an additional 300 metres 
in 2002. The molybdenum values trend across the grid area in a northeast-southwest 
direction. The highest molybdenum value of 58 ppm is found in the extreme southwest 
station on the grid at L8S, l+OOE. 

9) CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Stewart Property lies within very prospective geology and hosts a variety of mineral 
occurrences. Previous work on the property defined zones of significant molybdenum 
and gold (+/- copper) mineralization. Emgold optioned the property in order to evaluate 
and expand the known gold mineralization and to test additional areas for gold, as many 
of the better molybdenum and tungsten anomalous areas were not historically tested for 
gold. 

Work done by Emgold Mining Corporation in 2001 has led to the following conclusions 
and recommendations: 

PO GRID 
The PO Grid’lies along the southern most mapped extent of mid Jurassic Silver King 
intrusive with lobes on either side of Highway 6. Silver King intrusive is known to host 
porphyry style gold mineralization on the Kena Property to the north. Several scattered 
gold soil geochemical anomalies were found on the west side of the grid, and a larger 
area of elevated gold soil values was found on the east side of the grid. Follow up work 
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consisting of infill soil sampling and geological mapping accompanied by rock chip 
sampling is recommended to follow up these gold soil anomalies. 

NORTH AND SOUTH CRAIGTOWN GRIDS 
The North and South Craigtown grids were designed to expand and close off gold soil 
anomalies found by previous exploration work. The north grid was successful in limiting 
the extent of the gold soil anomaly that was found on the previous north Minnova grid. 
The south grid found an interesting linear soil anomaly for gold, zinc and molybdenum 
that runs for the 1000 metre length of the grid. The anomaly overlays an induced 
polarization chargeability anomaly found by previous property operators. Intill soil 
sampling, geological mapping and rock chip sampling is required to determine the source 
of this anomaly. 

ARROW GRID 
The Arrow grid was put in over historic tungsten workings in order to determine the limit 
of the tungsten mineralization and to test for other elements, most notably gold and zinc, 
Gold values are low and scattered, but good anomalous zones of zinc, arsenic and 
molybdenum trend throughout the grid. The tungsten soil anomaly appears to generally 
be confined to the area of known workings. A grab rock sample collected from one of 
the historic trenches returned very high zinc and tungsten values, and additional rock chip 
sampling is recommended in order to fully evaluate the potential of the historic workings. 

QUARTZ STOCKWORK GRID 
The Quartz Stockwork grid was put in over an area with outcrops of altered intrusive rock 
which contains abundant quartz stockworking. Scattered elevated gold values were 
found in soil samples throughout the grid, with the best anomalous area being in the 
extreme southeast corner of the grid. It is recommended to expand the soil grid to the 
south and east in order to better define this anomalous gold area. Several rock chip 
samples collected during the soil sampling program did not return any significant gold 
assay values. 

OTHER AREAS 
The regional geology map shows two sub-parallel belts of lower Jurassic Upper Elise 
Formation volcanic rocks trending through the Stewart Property. Small bodies of 
intrusive rocks occur throughout the volcanic belts and are known to be mineralized in 
this region. The westernmost belt of volcanics hosts the old Minnova north and south 
grids and our extensions to these grids, the North and South Craigtown Grids. This belt 
shows good gold soil geochemical response as has been discussed above. 

The easternmost belt of these volcanic rocks has only been soil sampled in the most 

northerly extent of the claim holdings on the PO Grid and shows good gold soil 
geochemistry. Mapping of this belt of prospective volcanic rocks shows numerous 
associated intrusive rocks including Silver King Porphyry, Nelson intrusions (granite), 
Eocene mafic Coryell intrusives and Tertiary rhyolites. The volcanic belt trends south 
through the claims from the PO grid for 5 kilometres and it is recommended that the entire 
length of prospective rock units be soil sampled in 2002. 



RECOMMENDED WORK PROGRAM 
For 2002, an exploration program of detailed geological mapping and rock chip 
sampling, expanded soil geochemistry and excavator trenching is planned for the Stewart 
Property. ‘This exploration program is budgeted al $40,000.00. 

Respectfuuy submitted. 
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11) COST STATEMENT - 31 December 2001 

GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY COST 

SALARIES & WAGES: 5 pers., 30 mdays @ $214.33 
BENEFITS @ 20% 
FOOD & ACCOMMODATION: 5 pars., 30 mdays @ $19.29 
ASSAYS & ANALYSES -ACME LABS 

608 soils for Au & 32 element ICP @ $12.19 
8 rocks for Au & 32 element ICP @ $19.34 

14 pulps for W @ $12.19 

SUPPLIES: 
FUEL: 
SHIPMENTS: 
FIELD OFFICE: 
4WD TRUCKS: 12 days @ $53.33 
REPORT PREPARATION: 
TOTAL GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY COST: 

$7,409.87 
154.68 
170.66 

$7,735.21 

$ 6,400.OO 
1,280.OO 

578.70 

7,735.21 
492.23 

57.78 
152.00 
250.00 
640.00 

2,450.OO 
S 20,035.92 
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12) OUALIFICATIONS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

3. 

5. 

I, Linda Dandy, hereby certify that: 

I am an independent Consulting Geologist with P&L Geological Services having 
an office at 3728 Ridgemont Road, Lac Le Jeune, British Columbia, Vl S 1 Y8. 

I am a graduate of the University of British Columbia with the degree of Bachelor 
of Science in Geology (1981). 

I am a member of the Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of 
British Columbia (Registration No. 19236) and a Fellow of the Geological 
Association of Canada (Membership No. F5201). 

I have practiced my profession in Xorth America since 198 1, having worked as an 
employee and consultant for Major Mining Corporations and Junior Resource 
Companies. 

This report is based upon a personal examination of all available company and 
government reports pertinent to the subject property, and upon fieldwork 
undertaken on the property between July 22 and October 3 Ii 2001. 

May 7> 2002 
Cat, Le Jeune, B.C Consulting Geologist 
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